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Dissertation Writing Retreats: More than 75 doctoral students have participated in one or more
Retreat since they were introduced in the Winter of 2017.
“The retreats provide fantastic structure and support, from building in moments of goal setting and
reflection to scheduling set hours of uninterrupted work time and creating a community of writers,” says
Emily Contois ’18 PhD. Retreats are supported by the Graduate School, Sheridan Center and the Library.

Certificate Programs Broaden PhD Training
Beginning in 2016, PhD students could apply
to take courses in a department outside
their own to complete a certificate program.
Brendan Lambert, a doctoral student in
Comparative Literature, recently finished
his certificate with the Center for Latin
American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS)
and describes it as “a
fantastic opportunity to
broaden one’s doctoral
training and to become
more interdisciplinary.”

says Jessaca Leinaweaver, Professor
of Anthropology and Director of Latin
American and Caribbean Studies.

Students may choose
to do the extra courses
to expand their
knowledge, as well as
Doctoral student
to obtain credentials
Brendan Lambert
that will further
distinguish them from other candidates
pursuing similar academic positions.

Violet Cavicchi, a
PhD student in
Ethnomusicology, has
been able to complete
coursework in Latin
American studies, history
and anthropology to
complement her Latin
Doctoral student
America-focused music Violet Cavicchi
courses. This allows
her to highlight the cross-disciplinary
nature of her coursework and integrate her
dissertation research.

“By providing a formal certificate program,
CLACS is working to offer students a
path to read, research and teach on this
globally important region in context,”

Lambert chose CLACS because he wanted
to pursue a variety of courses to broaden
his knowledge of Latin America. “The
certificate program allowed me to create
my own specialized interdisciplinary course
of study that fit with my literature training
but focused more on the history, politics
and economics of the region,” he says.

Read more online at www.brown.edu/gradschool

As the new academic year
commences, I am pleased to
highlight some of the many dynamic
initiatives in graduate education at
Brown. Many of these programs
were inspired by and involved
graduate students. All of them
are dedicated to strengthening
the experiences of our graduate
students.
By partnering with programs and
units across campus, the Graduate
School preserves and strengthens
Brown’s commitment to supporting
graduate students by providing a
wide range of services, including
new mentoring and advising
resources; professional and cocurricular opportunities, such as
Open Graduate Education; expanded
Orientation offerings; a commitment
to build a more diverse and inclusive
graduate community; and increased
student support.
I look forward to working with
students and our many partners
to continue our outstanding work
in these critical areas. As always,
I encourage you to engage with
others on campus to help shape the
graduate student experience. Feel
free to meet with one of the deans
in the Graduate School or to attend
one of my mobile office hours across
campus in the Fall. I wish you all the
best for the coming semester.

OPPORTUNITIES AND UPDATES
MFA Student Directs Bilingual Play
Brown/Trinity Rep MFA student Tatyana-Marie Carlo was selected to direct the bilingual
community production of The Tempest (La Tempestad), which included a diverse cast from
the MFA program, Trinity Rep staff and faculty and the greater Providence community.

Master’s Student Focus:
Adam DiPetrillo, Executive
Master Student in
Cybersecurity (EMCS)
Adam is the Cyber
Division Chief for the
Washington Air National
Guard. He has 16 years
of experience providing
technical-focused IT
services and cyber
defense for the U.S.
Army and Air Force.
EMCS has been quite challenging, yet
incredibly rewarding! The interaction
between students in a collaborative
learning environment enables us to draw
upon our personal and professional
experiences to enhance our learning.

Members of the cast and crew. Far left: Tatyana-Marie Carlo, far right: Orlando Hernandez.

Carlo was drawn to The Tempest because “it felt like a great play for people to see on a summer
night under the stars. Further, issues that Latinos face on a regular basis--like immigration,
identity, power and ownership--are really at the center of the piece. It was a perfect fit.”
Carlo was excited to see The Tempest performed in both languages. “For those whose first
language is Spanish, they enjoyed the play as a family and identified with the story.”
MFA students Lindsey Steinert and Alexander De Vasconcelos Matos and alum Marcel
Mascaro ’18 MFA starred in the play as Alonso, Caliban and Ferdinand/Antonix,
respectively. Now in its third year, Trinity Repertory Company partnered with Rhode Island
Latino Arts (RILA) to present Teatro en El Verano (Theatre in the Summer).

New Advising Resources for Faculty and Students
Over the past year, faculty from across the University participated in a Graduate-School led task
force on graduate advising that resulted in a number of new initiatives, including a Graduate
Advising and Mentoring website with a suite of resources for faculty, students and programs.
The task force developed materials such as Getting the Most from Advisors and Mentors (for
students) and Best Practices for Graduate Advising (for faculty), as well as gathered and
curated some of the many excellent resources available on the web. As part of this initiative,
the Graduate School has also begun piloting workshops with faculty on effective advising.
The goal is to cultivate a culture of attention to advising and to support faculty and
programs in enabling students to develop rich networks of advisors and mentors.

Brown Welcomes Post-Baccalaureate Students
The Graduate School has partnered with Neuroscience
to host four students in an NIH-funded Postbaccalaureate Research Education Program (PREP).

Left to right: Yanabah Jaques, Gerardo
Reyes Chavez, David Bautista. Not
pictured: Ambar Delgado Carrion

This year-long internship opportunity provides a
comprehensive and customizable approach to support
academic and career development. PREP students
participate in lab research, graduate-level coursework,
independent study, critical skills workshops, a journal
club and present at a symposium.

The faculty know our backgrounds and
intentionally assign us roles where we
have limited experience, allowing us to
see the intricacies of a case from a new
perspective. I look forward to applying
my EMCS experience to the continued
development of the U.S. Department
of Defense cybersecurity policies.
Additionally, I’d like to help educate our
next generation of leaders.

Expanded Roles for
Kesssel and Duncan
Shayna Kessel, Associate Dean
for Master’s Education, took on an
additional role as Interim Associate
Dean for International Graduate
Students. She will help strengthen
the support for international
graduate students, lead in the
design and improvement of existing
programming for academic advising,
professional development, student
support and community building.
Marlina Duncan, Associate Dean
of Diversity Initiatives, assumed an
additional role as the Assistant Vice
President for Academic Diversity
for the Office of Institutional Equity
and Diversity. Duncan will provide
seamless leadership in considering
the recruitment and retention of
historically underrepresented groups
namely at the graduate, postdoctoral
and early-career faculty levels.

Global Mobility Fellowship

OUR PEOPLE
Featured Alum: John Roma (J.R.) Skok ’09 ScM, ’13 PhD
J.R. has a bachelor’s degree in Geological Sciences from Cornell
and earned his master’s and PhD in Geological Sciences at Brown.
While earning his PhD, he studied the history and formation of
Mars, partnered with NASA to map the planet’s mineralogy, and
traveled to some of the most Mars-like places on Earth, including
the Dry Valleys of Antarctica and the volcanoes of Hawaii. Today,
as a scientist, educator and entrepreneur, J.R. reflects on where
he’s been since Brown and where he’d like to go, reaching beyond
Brown and beyond Earth.
About his current work
I am working to explore Mars and other worlds. As a research scientist with the SETI
Institute in Mountain View, California and a NASA contractor, I am developing mission
concepts to explore Martian hot springs for evidence of ancient life and working with
Martian geologic data to understand the history of that planet. As an entrepreneur, I am
building a company called Made of Mars to develop the technology to build the things
we need from the materials and minerals that we know are on Mars. As an educator, I am
working as a research professor with Louisiana State University to help advise graduate
students on Mars research and field work. I am also serving as a Science Advisor for the
company AstroReality, to use augmented reality (AR) and planetary globes to connect the
public to the stories of the planets.

New Executive Assistant to the
Dean and Office Manager
Esther Reynoso provides executive-level
administrative support for the Dean of the
Graduate School, Andrew G. Campbell, as
well as scheduling support for Graduate
School senior leadership and assistance
with event planning and logistics.
Esther started on July 25 and comes
to Brown from the University of Rhode
Island’s Alumni Relations Office where
she was an Executive Assistant. She is

a graduate of URI
with a degree in
Communications
and Spanish.
“I am tremendously
delighted and
honored to join the
Brown University
community and Graduate School team.
I am looking forward to engaging and
supporting the team while learning more
about services and programs that support
student needs,” she says.
Tara Wheelwright, PhD candidate
in Slavic Studies, researched the
history of the Russian/Soviet
ballet and participated in the
American Councils Advanced
Russian Language and Area
Studies Program in Moscow this
summer.
Her research focuses on the
relationship of ballet and
literature in Russia, particularly
how the image of the nation is
displayed in performances from
the 18th and 20th centuries.

Wheelwright shares an image from the exhibition hall of the
Stanislavsky Nemirovich-Danchenko Moscow Music Theatre.

Wheelwright hopes to expand
the limited research available
on the foundation of the Soviet
ballet during the 18th century.

Congratulations to the 2018-2019
recipients of the Global Mobility
Fellowship!
Left to right, top to bottom: Koen
Bulckens, Alejandra Roche Recinos,
Jamie Corbett, Edwige Crucifix,
Suvaid Yaseen Ahanger, Ashleigh
LoVette, Sanne Verschuren
Not pictured: Samuel Goldstein

Awards
Santos Awarded Simmons
Scholarship
Master’s student
Francheska Santos
was named the
2018 Ruth J.
Simmons Urban
Education Policy
Scholar, which
includes a full-tuition award. Santos
is from the Bronx in New York City,
is a graduate of Amherst College
and began the Urban Education
Policy in June.

Four Graduate Students Win
Fulbright Awards
Brown University, again in 2018,
produced the most Fulbright
winners in the nation.
Graduate
students
Katherine
Freeze,
Watufani
Poe, William
Skinner and
Edward
(Geoffrey)
Wildanger
are among the 35 current and
former students to receive the
award. They are traveling in
Tajikistan, Brazil, Barbados and
Germany, respectively for research.
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HIGHLIGHTS

RECENT INITIATIVES AT BROWN

Dean’s Message

•

New research, teaching and professional development
programs for graduate students

Dissertation Writing Retreats

•

5 new or expanded positions to serve graduate students

•

Expanded English language support

•

Strengthened child care subsidy and new-parent policy for
eligible students

•

Expanded support for humanities and social science PhD
students

•

New Graduate Student of Color Orientation

•

Wernig Graduate Student Study Center

•

No-cost dental insurance for eligible PhD students

•

New PhD Certificates

•

Transitional stipend for incoming doctoral students

•

Expanded international student support

•

Dedicated Commencement ceremony and awards for master’s
students

CLACS Certificate Program
New Advising Resources
Expanded Roles for Kessel and
Duncan
New Executive Assistant to the
Dean and Office Manager
Student Awards

